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Abstract. This paper describes an adaptive ex-
tended Kalman filter (AEKF) approach for geo-
referencing tasks for a multi-sensor system (MSS).
The MSS is a sensor fusion of a phase-measuring
terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) with navigation sen-
sors such as Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) equipment and inclinometers. The position
and orientation of the MSS are the main parameters
which are constant on a station and will be derived
by a Kalman filtering process. Hence, the orienta-
tion of a TLS/MSS can be done without any de-
mand for other artificial targets in the scanning
area. However, using inclinometer measurements
the spatial rotation angles about the X- and Y-axis
of the fixed MSS station can be estimated by the
AEKF. This makes it possible to determine all six
degrees of freedom of the transformation from a
sensor-defined to a global coordinate system. The
paper gives a detailed discussion of the strategy
used for the direct geo-referencing. The AEKF for
the transformation parameters estimation is pre-
sented with focus on the modelling of the MSS mo-
tion. The usefulness of the suggested approach will
be demonstrated using practical investigations.

Keywords. Terrestrial laser scanning, light detec-
tion and ranging, global navigation satellite system,
geo-referencing, extended Kalman filter.

1. Introduction

Nowadays the main characteristic of the terrestrial
laser scanning technique for engineering geodesy is
the immediate data acquisition in 3D space. This is
realised with a high spatial resolution as well as with
a very high frequency in a relative or local sensor-
defined coordinate system, respectively. The terres-
trial laser scanning technique can be used in static
and kinematic mode. Static scanning is character-
ised by one single fixed translation and orientation
of the terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) in relation to
an absolute or global coordinate system. For kine-
matic scanning, where the data acquisition is com-
monly reduced to 2D profiles, the translations and
orientations are time-dependent. Hence, the trans-
formation parameters for each profile are di¤erent
in relation to each other as well as to an absolute or

global coordinate system. Typically the transforma-
tion parameters are observed by navigation sensors
and are estimated by a Kalman filtering process
(Vennegeerts et al. 2008).

Whenever a combination of several scans from dif-
ferent stations into one coordinate system (registra-
tion) is required, the transformation parameters for
each scan have to be determined. These parameters
can be estimated by matching algorithms, e.g., the
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and
McKay 1992), or by identifying several artificial
control points in each scan. For an additional link
to an absolute or global coordinate system (geo-
referencing), control points in a known geodetic
datum are necessary. If the (global) coordinates of
the control points also has to be determined, the
procedure is more complex and time-consuming
due to the additional and independent surveying
task.

It is possible, however, to transfer the properties
from the kinematic scanning domain – the observa-
tion of transformation parameters and the Kalman
filtering process – to the static scanning domain for
the registration and geo-referencing tasks of static
3D laser scans. First, there is the direct observation
of the position and orientation, which can be de-
rived by the circular motion of the fixed laser scan-
ner about its vertical axis. For this purpose a multi-
sensor system (MSS) is created by integrating a laser
scanner and navigation sensors, which is compara-
ble to the setup of a MSS for kinematic scanning
applications as in the case of so-called mobile map-
ping systems (Vennegeerts et al. 2008). Second, a
Kalman filtering process is used for the estimation
of the transformation parameters, which are con-
stant for the whole 3D laser scan. These parameters
may also be used as appropriate start values with
variance information for the matching algorithms
for the registration tasks without the need of any
control points. This short introduction indicates
that the direct geo-referencing of static 3D laser
scans o¤ers a number of enormous advantages over
the traditional way of using control points.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the strategy for the direct geo-referencing of
a TLS-based MSS. Section 3 briefly introduces the
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theory of the adaptive extended Kalman filter
(AEKF). Then the proposed algorithm for the esti-
mation of the transformation parameters is de-
scribed and an outline of the modelling of the mo-
tion of the MSS is given. Practical investigations of
the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 summarises the results and dis-
cusses future work.

2. Strategy

The idea of a TLS-based MSS for direct geo-
referencing purposes was briefly outlined in Section 1.
The main aim of the direct geo-referencing strat-
egy is the direct observation of the required transfor-
mation parameters from the local sensor-defined
coordinate system, given by the MSS, to a global co-
ordinate system. This 3D transformation is defined
by a translation vector, which is equal to the posi-
tion of the MSS, and a rotation matrix, which con-
tains the orientation of the three axes of the MSS,
comparable to the roll, pitch and yaw angles in aero-
nautical applications. In summary this transforma-
tion has 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) which have to
be observed or estimated. However, only 4 of the 6
DoF, namely the position vector as well as the azi-
muthal orientation (yaw), are essential. Because a
fixed terrestrial MSS can be oriented to the direc-
tion of gravity, the spatial rotations (roll and pitch)
about the X- and Y-axis of the MSS can be mini-
mised.

In the following section, the technique for the direct
geo-referencing of a TLS-based MSS, which is real-
ised as an adapted sensor-driven method at the
Geodetic Institute of the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
Universität Hannover (GIH), will be described. The
technique can be divided into a sensor fusion part
and the algorithm for the estimation of the transfor-
mation parameters, which will be described in Sec-
tion 3.

2.1. Senor fusion in the MSS

As already mentioned in Section 1, the MSS is es-
tablished by a fusion of a phase-measuring TLS,
which is the main sensor, and additional navigation
sensors to observe the transformation parameters.
The operation of the laser scanner should neither be
restricted nor disturbed by the additional sensors.
Hence, one should take advantage of the individual
characteristics of any sensor in the MSS. Here one
can point out the use of the constant rotation of the
laser scanner about its vertical axis as a time and

orientation reference. Due to the TLS having a high
frequency data acquisition rate, which is usually
more than 10 Hz for the phase-measuring TLS (e.g.
ZollerþFröhlich Imager 5006), and due to the need
for reliable transformation parameters, the availabil-
ity of data rates of at least 10 Hz for the additional
sensors is required. Indispensable in the MSS is the
synchronisation of all sensors so that the individual
measurements can be related to each other in a
temporal sense. Therefore it is useful to introduce a
unique time reference in the MSS. The most suitable
way to do this is to use the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) time as reference because it is instanta-
neously available from the Global Navigation Satel-
lite System (GNSS) observations.

As a minimum one GNSS equipment is required as
additional sensor. The mounting of two GNSS an-
tennae on top of the laser scanner leads to di¤erent
approaches within the scope of the GNSS analysis.
One approach is the calculation of a single baseline
for each antenna. The second approach is the evalu-
ation of the relative baseline between the two anten-
nae. The last is known in literature as GNSS com-
pass; e.g. see Teunissen et al. (2010). Nevertheless,
if one or two GNSS antennae are used, the trajec-
tory of an antenna reference point (ARP) is a space
curve which is described by the circular motion of
the laser scanner about its vertical axis. For the first
realisation of a MSS for direct geo-referencing at
the GIH only one GNSS equipment was used. This
leads to only 4 of the 6 DoF being determinable.
Additionally, a horizontally mounted MSS is as-
sumed and any residual divergence of the orienta-
tion to the direction of gravity will be neglected.
For further details, especially about the synchronisa-
tion of the MSS, please refer to Pa¤enholz and Kut-
terer (2008).

In order to optimise the direct geo-referencing
strategy, some sensor modifications in the MSS
were carried out. In a first step the MSS is extended
with additional navigation sensors – in this case in-
clinometers – to estimate the remaining 2 DoF (the
spatial rotations about the X- and Y-axis of the
MSS). Two single-axis inclinometers were mounted
next to the GNSS antenna on top of the laser scan-
ner, each of them observing one spatial rotation
about the X- and Y-axis (see Figure 1). For synchro-
nisation purposes a real-time computer with inte-
grated analog-digital (A/D) converter is used. The
utilisation of integrated inclinometers in a new laser
scanner series instead of additional sensors would
also be possible.
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A further modification of the MSS compared to Paf-
fenholz et al. (2009) was to use the horizontal motor
steps of the laser scanner as additional input data.
Thereby measured information about the rotation
of the laser scanner is available. The synchronisation
of this new data source is directly available from the
general synchronisation pulse of the laser scanner –
which corresponds to the progress in the rotation of
the laser scanner about its vertical axis.

The described sensor modification and the availabil-
ity of additional data led to significant modifications
of the algorithm for the estimation of the transfor-
mation parameters. In addition, and due to the con-
sideration of all DoF of the transformation from the
local to the global coordinate system, a more accu-
rate estimation of the unknown parameters is ex-
pected.

2.2. Overview of the strategy

In Figure 2 a schematic overview of the strategy
from the data acquisition to the estimation of the
transformation parameters is given. In order to sim-
plify the complex strategy the whole procedure is
structured into five parts.

Part I is the data acquisition module of the MSS.
The four sensor types are the GNSS equipment, the
terrestrial laser scanner with integrated inclinometer,
the external inclinometer, and the real-time com-
puter with A/D converter. For each sensor type in-

dividual pre-processing is performed. For the GNSS
equipment the analysis is performed using commer-
cial software, e.g. Wa1 by Wanninger (2009) or Geo-
nap by Geoþþ1 (Wübbena 1989). The line synchro-
nisation pulses of the laser scanner, registered with
the event marker input, are analysed with respect to
data gaps. The time stamp of the data is already the
GPS time reference. For the TLS the raw values of
the horizontal motor steps are extracted from the
stored 3D point cloud. They correspond to the num-
ber of 2D profiles within the 3D point cloud as well
as to the number of line synchronisation pulses. The
processing of the registered inclinations from the in-
tegrated sensor is a topic for future work. The ana-
logue data streams of the external inclinometers are
processed by the A/D converter within the real-time
computer. All data streams that come into the real-
time computer are marked with an internal time
stamp of the computer. Besides the inclinations, the
pulse per second (PPS) signal and a National Ma-
rine Electronics Association (NMEA) string, con-
taining the UTC time information of the GNSS
receiver, as well as the line synchronisation pulses,
are input to the real-time computer. The data deliv-
ered by the GNSS receiver is pre-processed in a way
that for each PPS the corresponding GPS time
stamp is generated by the UTC information ex-
tracted from the NMEA string. The line synchroni-
sation pulses are registered twice, once by the GNSS
receiver (event marker input) and once by the real-
time computer. The data stored by the GNSS re-
ceiver is used for subsequent data processing. The
registered pulses by the real-time computer are used
as backup.

Part II is concerned with the data synchronisation of
the MSS. The GPS time is the unique time scale
of the MSS. Therefore, the data which is not related
to the time reference by a GPS time stamp has to
be synchronised. This fact is true for all data streams
of the real-time computer, which are marked with an
internal time stamp. The relationship between the
internal time stamp and the GPS time is established
by the data stream of the GNSS receiver. Hence, the
introduction of the required GPS time stamp for
the inclinations, as well as for the registered line syn-
chronisation pulses (# of scan profiles), is possible.

Up to Part III all data sources are marked with the
GPS time stamp. In this data fusion step for each
2D profile of the 3D point cloud the corresponding
3D position of the ARP and inclination has to be
determined. Therefore, the data is interpolated with
respect to the time stamp of each 2D profile.

Figure 1: Setup of the MSS equipped with one GNSS an-
tenna and two external inclinometers on top of a phase-
measuring TLS.
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the strategy from data acquisition to the estimation of the transformation parameters.
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Part IV is the core data analysis module. Using an
AEKF the estimation of the transformation param-
eters is performed. Besides the already mentioned
observations, three system parameters are integrated
into the AEKF as adaptive parameters. These time
invariant parameters are determined in an indepen-
dent procedure with high accuracy using a laser
tracker. More details about the modelling of the
motion of the MSS, the elements of the system
equations and the measurement model are given
in Section 3. The achieved results are discussed in
Section 4.

Part V indicates further investigations, like compari-
sons of selected transformed artificial control points
with global reference coordinates. In future work the
transformation of the whole 3D point cloud, from
the local sensor-defined to a global coordinate sys-
tem, will be performed.

3. Proposed algorithm and modelling of the
motion of the MSS

In Section 2 the strategy for the direct geo-
referencing of a TLS-based MSS was described.
Section 3.1 gives a brief survey of the theory of
the extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The algorithm
for the estimation of the transformation param-
eters will be described in Section 3.2. The model-
ling of the motion of the MSS will be outlined in
Section 3.3.

3.1. Theory of the first order EKF with adaptive
parameters

The modelling of trajectories of moving vehicles
often leads to non-linearities in the system equations
of the Kalman filter (KF). For example, Aussems
(1999) describes the trajectory of a vehicle with a re-
fined model of consecutive arcs. The circular motion
of the TLS about its vertical axis within the static
MSS can be described in a comparable model; refer
to Section 3.3. In both cases, the functional relation-
ship between the vehicle as well as the MSS coordi-
nates and the other state parameters is non-linear
(Simon 2006). However, the state estimation within
a KF is optimal only in the case of linear state space
systems. The EKF can account for non-linearities in
the system and measurement equations. Further de-
tails about the EKF can be found in Simon (2006),
for example. The incorporation of additional pa-
rameters in the dynamic model may improve the
filtering and brings the model closer to reality (Eich-

horn 2007). The EKF with adaptive parameters
(AEKF) is well known in the literature as ‘‘dual es-
timation’’, see Nelson (2000), for example.

Defining the problem of a first order EKF with
adaptive parameters for the non-linear case the
general state vector xg;k a Rnxg , with nxg

the number
of parameters, and the adaptive state vector
xa;k a Rnxa , with nxa

the number of adaptive param-
eters, as well as the time index k are given.

The state vector Xk, composed of xg;k and xa;k, and
its variance-covariance matrix (vcm) SXkXk

for a
non-linear problem are given by:

Xk ¼ ½xg;k xa;k�T and ð1Þ

SXkXk
¼

Sxg; kxg; k
0

0 Sxa; kxa; k

" #
: ð2Þ

The known non-linear function fð:Þ is composed of:

f ¼ ½fgðxg;k; uk;wkÞ faðxa;k; uk;wkÞ�T : ð3Þ
Here fgð:Þ, so called dynamic model, is a known
non-linear function of the general parameters and
fað:Þ is a known non-linear function of the adaptive
parameters, uk is a vector of known (deterministic)
input and wk is the vector of the process noise,
which is caused by imperfect modelling e¤ects and
other disturbances in the motion model which can be
assumed to normally distributed wk PNð0;Swk ;wk

Þ.
The main aim of the filtering is to get optimal
xg;kþ1 and xa;kþ1 from the observations ykþ1 a Rny ,
xg;k a Rnxg and xa;k a Rnxa recursively, where ny is
the dimension of the measurement model:

ykþ1 ¼ hðxg;kþ1; xa;kþ1; vkþ1Þ: ð4Þ
Here hð:Þ is a (usually) known non-linear function,
and vkþ1 is the measurement noise vector, which is
assumed to be independent and uncorrelated with
a known probability density function, typically the
Gaussian distribution.

The Algorithm 1 gives a brief overview of the dual
estimation with first order EKF. The transition and
design matrices Fk and Hkþ1 in the Algorithm 1 are
defined as:

Fk ¼ qf

qx

����
x¼xkðþÞ

and Hkþ1 ¼ qh

qx

����
x¼xkþ1ð�Þ

; ð5Þ

respectively. The Taylor series are evaluated for the
transition matrix Fk at the previous epoch xkðþÞ
and at the current epoch xkþ1ð�Þ for the design ma-
trix Hkþ1. Please note that the functions fð:Þ and hð:Þ
are both time invariant.
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3.2. Algorithm for the estimation of the
transformation parameters

The estimation of the transformation parameters
according to the first realisation of the MSS, which
was described in Section 2.1, is carried out in a two
step procedure. First the 3D positions are projected
onto a best-fitting plane, and then a best-fitting
circle through the projected positions is estimated.
These two parameter estimations are computed by
means of a least-squares adjustment. Furthermore,
in both steps an outlier detection algorithm (Baar-
da’s data snooping) is applied. In order to derive an
azimuthal orientation for each scan line of the 3D
laser scan as well as to estimate the position of the
MSS, the space curve parameters (centre point and
radius), and the adjusted observations, respectively,
are required. For further details please refer to Paf-
fenholz and Kutterer (2008). The main disadvantage
of this two-step procedure is that the setup of two
separated adjustments is required. In addition, the
data acquisition must be completed before perform-
ing the processing steps.

According to the sensor modifications in the MSS
and the additionally available data sources, the esti-
mation of all 6 DoF of the transformation is possi-
ble. This leads to a new analysis strategy with vital
modifications of the algorithm for the estimation of
the transformation parameters. The new algorithm
was developed in a closed form on the basis of a
EKF. This EKF-based algorithm resolves one of
the above mentioned drawbacks. On the one hand
the KF allows for real-time processing. On the other
hand the parameter estimation will be less sensitive
to outliers. The main aim of a KF is the optimal
combination of given physical information about
a system and external observations of its state. To
deal with non-linearities in the system and measure-
ment equations an EKF is used to estimate the
transformation parameters of the MSS. Another
promising approach for a non-linear state estimation
is the combination of Sequential Monte Carlo filter-
ing (also known as particle filter) and an EKF,
which was proposed by Alkhatib et al. (2010). The
main benefit of the proposed approach is the better
performance in case of high-nonlinear space state
equations. As already mentioned, an improvement
of the dynamic model of the EKF can be achieved
by augmenting the EKF with adaptive parameters.
These parameters are time invariant and system-
specific with well-known initial values. In compari-
son with the algorithm described in Pa¤enholz et al.
(2009), the filter setup was modified and optimised

following the first experiences with the new analysis
strategy. This will be discussed in detail in Section 4.

3.3. Modelling of the motion of the MSS

The trajectory of the MSS can be parametrised by a
circle in 3D space. In comparison to the general tra-
jectory state estimation in engineering geodesy, e.g.
Aussems (1999), this parameterisation is possible
due to the circular motion of the ARP. This circular
motion is caused by the constant rotation of the
laser scanner about its vertical axis and the fixed
positioning of the GNSS antenna on top of the ro-
tating part of the laser scanner.

Algorithm 1: First order EKF with adaptive
parameters

Initialisation

Initial system state Xk¼0 and its vcm SXk¼0Xk¼0

for k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nepochs do

Prediction step

Input: x̂xg;k, x̂xa;k, uk

Output: X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ, SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ

X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ ¼ fðx̂xg;k; x̂xa;k; uk; kÞ

¼ fgðx̂xg;k; uk; kÞ
faðx̂xa;k; uk; kÞ

� �

SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ ¼ Fðx̂xg;k; x̂xa;k; uk; kÞ � SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1

� FTðx̂xg;k; x̂xa;k; uk; kÞ þ Swk ;wk

Update step

Input: X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ, ykþ1

Output: X̂Xkþ1ðþÞ, SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1
ðþÞ

Kkþ1 ¼ SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ �H
T
kþ1

� ðSykþ1;ykþ1
þHkþ1

� SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ �H
T
kþ1Þ

�1

X̂Xkþ1ðþÞ ¼ X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ þ Kkþ1

� ðykþ1 � hðX̂Xkþ1ð�ÞÞÞ

SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1
ðþÞ ¼ SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ � Kkþ1

� ðSykþ1;ykþ1
þHkþ1

� SX̂Xkþ1X̂Xkþ1ð�Þ �H
T
kþ1Þ � KT

kþ1

end
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The modelling of the motion of the MSS starts with
a local sensor-fixed coordinate system with the up-
per index L (see Figure 3, in black), which is defined
by the X- and Y-axis of the laser scanner. In general
there will be a residual divergence of the orientation
to the direction of gravity, which leads to the coordi-
nate system with the upper index L 0 (see Figure 3, in
gray). In order to describe the planar motion of the
ARP with respect to the coordinate system L, the re-
sidual spatial rotations about the X-axis b – in the
scan direction – and about the Y-axis g – perpendic-
ular to the scan direction – have to be considered.
These two residual spatial rotations or inclinations
are introduced as additional state parameters in
the AEKF, to augment the global position of the
ARP XG ¼ ½xG yG zG�T and the local orienta-
tion aL

Scan. Figure 4 shows the planar motion of the
ARP, described by the system parameters radius r
and circular arc segment sltd . In addition to the
radius and circular arc segment, the angle between
X- and Y-axis j is introduced as an adaptive param-
eter in the AEKF. These three system parameters
are determined in a system calibration procedure
for the MSS by laser tracker measurements.

The local planar motion of the ARP, modelled by
the state parameters b and g and the adaptive
parameters r and sltd for an epoch k, is described
as:

XL
kþ1 ¼ ½xL

kþ1 yL
kþ1 zL

kþ1�
T

¼
rk � cosðgL

Scan;kÞ � sin
�sltd; k

rk

�
rk � cosðgL

Scan;kÞ � cos
�sltd; k

rk

�
sltd;k � sinðbL

Scan;kÞ

2
664

3
775: ð6Þ

The orientation change of the ARP between two
epochs is expressed by the circular arc segment
divided by the radius. This is in contrast to the for-
mer approach described in Pa¤enholz et al. (2009),
where the orientation change was expressed by the
velocity v and the time interval DT divided by the
radius r. This parameterisation is not suitable for
the non-accelerated motion of the MSS because the
velocity parameter v cannot be measured reliably.
To avoid the use of pseudo-observations for the ve-
locity parameter, as in the former approach, the
orientation change is expressed by the circular arc
segment as mentioned above.

For the description of the local planar motion of the
ARP from one epoch to the next, the scanner origin
has to be taken into account. Therefore the transla-
tion between the actual ARP position and the scan-
ner origin is expressed by:

XGNSS
ScanN;k ¼

�rk � cosðjkÞ
rk � sinðjkÞ

hARP

2
64

3
75: ð7Þ

The translations in X- and Y-axis are given by the
adaptive parameters radius and the angle between
the X- (scan direction) and Y-axis (in direction to
the mounted GNSS antenna), see Figure 4. The
value for the angle j depends on the antenna posi-
tion on the scanner – positive Y-axis as shown in
Figure 3 and 4 or negative Y-axis – and is nearly
100 gon or 300 gon, respectively. The translation in
z-axis hARP is given by the antenna height which can
already be considered in the GNSS analysis and has
then to be set to zero.

To complete the description of the local planar mo-
tion of the ARP, the local orientation aL

Scan, which is

Figure 3: Side view of the planar motion of the ARP and re-
sidual divergences b and g of the orientation to the direction
of gravity.

Figure 4: Top view of the planar motion of the ARP and
system parameters r, j and sltd (adaptive parameters in the
AEKF).
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updated by aL
Scan;kþ1 ¼ aL

Scan;k þ
sltd; k

rk
, has to be con-

sidered:

DXL
kþ1 ¼ RL

ScanNðaL
Scan;kþ1Þ � ½XL

kþ1 � XGNSS
ScanN;k�: ð8Þ

The transformation of the local planar motion given
in equation (8) is the last step in modelling the mo-
tion of the ARP in the local coordinate system, be-
sides the consideration of the ARP position at epoch
k:

XG
kþ1 ¼ XG

k þ RG
aGðl; fÞ � RaG

L ðaGÞ � DXL
kþ1; ð9Þ

where RaG

L ðaGÞ defines the global azimuthal orienta-
tion and RG

aGðl; fÞ describes the transformation from
the local to the global coordinate system. The value
for the initial global azimuthal orientation aG, the
longitude l, and latitude f of the MSS are calculated
as mean values of all trajectory points. The state
vector X for an epoch k is finally given as:

Xk ¼ ½xg;k j xa;k�T

¼ ½XG
k aL

Scan;k bL
Scan;k gL

Scan;k j
rk jk sltd;k�T ð10Þ

where xg;k is the general state vector and xa;k the
adaptive state vector.

The measurement model is defined by the ob-
servation vector of the GNSS positions XG ¼
½xG yG zG�T , the value of the horizontal motor
step of the laser scanner aL

Scan, and the measurements

of the inclination sensors bL
Scan and gL

Scan. It can be
expressed by the following linearised measurement
equations:

ykþ1 ¼ I
6;6

0
6;3

� �
� Xk þ vkþ1 ð11Þ

where y ¼ ½xG yG zG aL
Scan bL

Scan gL
Scan�

T de-
notes the vector of the observations and v are the
corresponding residuals.

4. Practical investigations of the proposed
algorithm

This section is divided into four parts. First, the
general observation strategy for the practical investi-
gations is outlined. Second, a brief overview of the
GNSS analysis is given. Third, a dataset with a
MSS setup similar to Figure 1 is investigated. The
measurements of this dataset, called GIH, were per-
formed in front of the GIH building in Hanover us-
ing only one fixed station. Fourth, a dataset with an
additional 3D positioning method next to the GNSS
measurements will be discussed. This dataset, called

Welfenschloss, was captured in front of the Welfens-
chloss, the main building of the Leibniz Universität
Hannover (LUH).

4.1. General observation strategy for the two
practical investigations

In the present system only one GNSS equipment is
used to observe the rotation of the TLS around its
vertical axis. For the dataset Welfenschloss the rota-
tion was additionally tracked by a synchronised
tacheometer. The simultaneously captured data of
all sensors, which were already described in Sec-
tion 2.2 (also including the tacheometer measure-
ments for the dataset Welfenschloss), are the only
environment-specific input data for the AEKF. The
adaptive parameters are estimated in a calibration
procedure under laboratory conditions with a laser
tracker. The required values for the connection of
the local and the global coordinate system are calcu-
lated using the kinematic GNSS observations as well
as local reference points for the dataset Welfens-
chloss. For the longitude and latitude this is a feasi-
ble solution due to the large number of 3D posi-
tions. The absolute orientation is also determinable
in this way, even though the reliability of the result
is not optimal. One can obtain results for the metric
uncertainty caused by the global azimuth in the
range of a few centimetres for a distance of about
35 m (Pa¤enholz and Kutterer 2008).

4.2. GNSS analysis strategy

The kinematic GNSS analysis strategy depends on
the number of GNSS equipments (receiver and an-
tenna) used in the MSS. Each ARP (of the eccen-
trically mounted antenna on top of the TLS) is sub-
ject to a circular motion due to the rotation of the
TLS (around its vertical axis). The current setup of
the MSS consists of one GNSS equipment which
operates with a data acquisition rate of 10 Hz. If
two GNSS equipments were used in the MSS, the
GNSS analysis can be done in two di¤erent ways.
One way is the calculation of one single baseline for
each equipment. The combination of the two ARP
trajectories has then to be realised in a subsequent
filter algorithm. The other way requires the calcula-
tion of a relative baseline between the two GNSS
antennae installed on top of the laser scanner. This
is comparable to the GNSS compass approach, e.g.
given in Teunissen et al. (2010). Within the filter
algorithm there is no combination step necessary.
Apart from the 3D positions of the ARP trajectory,
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the corresponding variance-covariance matrices are
used within the filter algorithm to derive the position
and, especially, the orientation, of the MSS.

For the kinematic GNSS data processing, several
approaches are possible. The common characteristic
of all approaches is the data post-processing. In ad-
dition, a GNSS reference station is required to ob-
tain precise 3D positions for the circular motion of
the ARP, as well as for an additional transformation
to a global coordinate system. Real-time processing
would be possible. But however, the potential to de-
termine reliable transformation parameters with the
real-time derived 3D positions has to be investigated
in future. Di¤erent post-processing approaches with
regard to the GNSS reference station used are
possible:

a) Use of a service, e.g. the satellite positioning ser-
vice of the German state survey SAPOS or the
satellite positioning services ascos operated by
AXIO-NET GmbH; if necessary in terms of a
virtual reference station.

b) Set up of an own reference station with known
coordinates close to the scanning scene. The co-
ordinates can be determined (if needed) with a
service discussed in the first approach.

The 3D positions and their variances are of great
importance in deriving the quality of the position
and orientation information of the MSS. On the
one hand the error budget of the GNSS components
in combination with the environment has to be con-
sidered. These are errors such as near-field e¤ects
caused by the antenna adaptor (made of aluminium)
on the laser scanner, or possibly multipath from the
surrounding area. In addition, the data acquisition
principle of the MSS has to be considered with re-
spect to the rotation of the laser scanner about its
vertical axis. This could contribute another error
caused by the alternating antenna orientation. A so-
lution may be possible by the introduction of azi-
muth dependent phase centre variations o¤sets. On
the other hand, the kinematic GNSS data processing
itself a¤ects the quality of the 3D positions and the
derived position and orientation of the MSS.

4.3. Example dataset GIH

Figures 5 and 6 show a sample of the estimated state
parameters from the AEKF described in Section 3.
The elements of the matrix of the process noise
in the AEKF are rather pessimistic values, mainly
based on experiences with the di¤erent sensors and
the first practical datasets. For the data acquisition,

a phase-measuring laser scanner ZollerþFröhlich
Imager 5006, one Trimble GPS receiver R5700 with
Geodetic Zephyr antenna, and two Schaevitz LSOC-
1� inclinometers were used.

In Figure 5 the filter e¤ect is clearly visible for the
first three state parameters in an Earth Centred,
Earth Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system. The blue
triangle in the middle of the trajectory represents
the centre point of the filtered positions or transla-
tion vector of the MSS, respectively. In top of
Figure 6, the the residuals obtained from a linear
regression of the filtered aL are shown. Due to the
constant rotation of the TLS about its vertical axis,
one expects a linear relationship between aL and
time. Therefore, the residuals are quality indicators.
The oscillations of the residuals as well as their
magnitude is attributable to the resolution of the
horizontal motor of 0:0018�, see ZollerþFröhlich
GmbH (2007). In the middle and bottom part of
Figure 6, the filter e¤ect is clearly visible for the
filtered inclinations. In the middle part of Figure 6,
the jump in bL in the time range 500–600 s is inter-
preted as an error due to the equipment, and not due
to an incorrect filtering process. This error did not
appear in any other experiment. The significantly
higher noise level for gL (bottom of Figure 6) can
be explained by the used sensor. This is not a
general problem of the used sensor type Schaevitz
LSOC-1� in connection with rotating laser scanner.
Rather, it is a phenomenon of one of our sensors at
the GIH, which was noted in several projects in the
past.

Table 1 summarises the statistical values of the dif-
ferences between filtered and observed state vector
elements. Note that for the ARP positions the Eucli-
dean distance is used as the representative value
to illustrate the filtering results in the 3D space,

Figure 5: Observed and filtered trajectories of the ARP in an
ECEF coordinate system reduced to the centre point.
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whereas for the other components the di¤erences be-
tween the filtered and observed component value are
computed.

4.4. Example dataset Welfenschloss

The data acquisition of the dataset Welfenschloss
was performed with a phase-measuring laser scanner
ZollerþFröhlich Imager 5006, one Javad GNSS re-
ceiver Delta G3T with a Javad Grant G3T antenna,
two Schaevitz LSOC-1� inclinometers and one Leica
GRZ4 360� prism, which was tracked by a Leica
TS30 robotic tacheometer. The two 3D positioning
sensors were located on opposite sides on top of the
laser scanner (see Figure 7). For a comparison of the
two tracking approaches, an unique coordinate sys-
tem for all measurements is required. This was es-
tablished by setting up a geodetic network in the
area in front of the main building of the LUH. The
sculpture Lower Saxony Steed in front of the main
building of the LUH was scanned in full from three
di¤erent static stations. In the following only the
comparison of the results of the two used 3D posi-
tioning sensors of one selected station will be shown.
For a more comprehensive analysis of the measure-
ment results see Pa¤enholz et al. (2010).

For the assessment of the attainable accuracy the
positions, derived from the GNSS and the tacheom-

eter measurements, of four artificial control points
on the sculpture (see Figure 7) were compared.
Table 2 summarises the numerical values of the co-
ordinate di¤erences and spatial distances of the four
selected control points. The distance between the
station and the four targets is approximately 16 m.

Table 1: Statistical values of the di¤erence between the fil-
tered and observed state vector.

min max mean std

kXG � XGk 0.1 mm 36.5 mm 5.9 mm 3.4 mm
aL

Scan � aL
Scan �1 0 35.4 00 1 0 18.8 00 0.003 00 4.7 00

bL
Scan � bL

Scan �54.0 00 1 0 50.9 00 �0.002 00 14.4 00

gL
Scan � gL

Scan �31 0 43.0 00 44 0 05.6 00 �24.8 00 3 0 58.7 00

Figure 6: Top: residuals obtained from a linear
regression of the filtered aL; middle: observed and
filtered inclinations in direction of motion (bL);
bottom: observed and filtered inclinations
perpendicular to direction of motion (gL).

Figure 7: MSS with GNSS antenna (left) and prism (right)
on top of the laser scanner in front of the sculpture of the
Lower Saxony Steed (Lower Saxony’s landmark) next to the
main building of the LUH.

Table 2: Di¤erences of control point coordinates on the
sculpture caused by two di¤erent tracking approaches
(GNSS measurements and prism tracked by robotic ta-
cheometer) for the TLS measurements.

point no dx [m] dy [m] dz [m] ds [m]

328 �0.002 �0.034 �0.038 0.051
348 �0.001 �0.041 �0.038 0.056
318 �0.001 �0.042 �0.038 0.057
330 �0.003 �0.033 0.042 0.053
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As one can see, the tracking of both sensors come
nearly to the same result. The di¤erences between the
coordinates are less than one decimetre. Furthermore,
it can be noticed that the di¤erences in the spatial
distance are almost the same for this selected station
and are a result of the uncertainty of the estimated
azimuth per station, which is used for all targets.

Nevertheless, the above mentioned results show the
operability of the geo-referencing strategy indepen-
dent of the operating geodetic sensor. A comparison
of the global reference control points and the coordi-
nates resulting from the direct geo-referencing shows
significantly larger di¤erences. An increase of almost
1.5 times is noted, which is a central topic of the
ongoing investigations.

5. Conclusions and outlook

This paper describes an integrated method for the
direct geo-referencing of static terrestrial laser scans
by tracking the circular motion of the laser scanner
about its vertical axis with a 3D positioning sensor.
This approach makes it possible to determine the
laser scanner orientation without the use of an addi-
tional backsight target as used by Reshetyuk (2009).
Furthermore, a new algorithm for the estimation
of the transformation parameters is outlined. The
transformation parameters are required for the di-
rect geo-referencing of terrestrial laser scans. It is
based on an AEKF which was modified and opti-
mised from a previous approach used by the au-
thors. In addition the horizontal motor steps of the
laser scanner were used as observation data to im-
prove the filter.

The topics for ongoing research include a tailored
data aggregation step to smooth the high frequency
trajectory positions to the TLS data rate and an im-
provement of the prediction method for position
data with lower acquisition rates. In order to get ap-
propriate a priori values for the variance factors and
to gain a better understanding of the process noise,
a variance component estimation in the Kalman
filter will be implemented according to Wang et al.
(2009). The first step is the estimation of a posteriori
variance factor for the observations and the process
noise. The second step will be a variance component
estimation for the di¤erent observation types. In this
special application further investigations are neces-
sary of the dynamic behaviour of the inclinometers
used as sensors in the MSS. This is particularly im-
portant since low cost inclinometers are integrated
in the laser scanners.
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